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Summary

In this thesis, we pursue two main research themes: performance evaluation and
optimization of XML query processing. Our focus is on the XQuery query lan-
guage. These themes are tightly connected, since performance evaluation is aimed
at measuring the success of optimization techniques. More specifically, we pur-
sue benchmarking as a performance evaluation technique on the one hand, and
optimization techniques for recursion in XQuery, on the other hand.

In the first part of the thesis, we develop benchmarking methodology and
tools for XQuery. We start by analyzing XQuery benchmarks published by 2006,
namely XMach-1, XMark, X007, MBench, and XBench, and survey their usage.
We analyze and compare their workloads (i.e., the data and query sets) and mea-
sures. We also execute the benchmarks on four XQuery engines and analyze
the results. Next, we discuss how to achieve the repeatability of experimental
evaluations of computer systems in the database domain. As part of setting up a
methodology for repeatability, we perform a review of articles submitted to the re-
search conference SIGMOD 2008 and measure the repeatability of the presented
experimental evaluations. Further, we address the problems and challenges of
automating the execution of performance evaluation benchmarks on many XML
query engines and comparison of their performance. We present a software tool,
XCheck, as a solution to these problems. As a result of our analysis of XQuery
benchmarks, we identify a lack of suitable tools for precise and comprehensive per-
formance evaluations. We address this problem by developing a methodology for
micro-benchmarking XML query engines, which we refer to as MemBeR. Mem-
BeR also comprises a framework for collecting and storing micro-benchmarks.
Finally, we present a MemBeR-style micro-benchmark for testing performance
of value-based joins expressed in XQuery. We evaluate the micro-benchmark by
analyzing the performance of four XQuery engines.

In the second part of the thesis, we investigate declarative means of obtain-
ing recursion in XQuery. Namely, we add an inflationary fixed point operator
to XQuery. We propose an optimization technique for processing this opera-
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tor. This optimization relies on a distributivity property of XQuery expressions.
Further, we implement this technique on top of the XML database system, Mon-
etDB/XQuery, and evaluate its performance using the tools developed in the
first part of the thesis. Finally, we investigate the theoretical aspects of this
inflationary fixed point operator in the context of Core XPath, the XML tree
navigational core of XPath and XQuery. We prove that the satisfiability problem
of Core XPath extended with the inflationary fixed point operator is undecidable.


